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Abstract

Despite all the effort dedicated to bringing better User-Centered Design (UCD) tools to market, current studies show that the industry
is still dominated by tools that do not support the activities and workstyles of designers. Also, there is a growing need for interaction
design tools aimed at software engineers, a problem related to bringing usability into the software engineering processes.

We propose a new workstyle model that can be effectively used to envision, design and evaluate a new generation of innovative inter-
action and software design tools, aimed at integrating usability and software engineering.

We illustrate the effectiveness of our model by describing a new tool, called CanonSketch, that was built in order to support UCD in
terms of the dimensions in our workstyle model. We also describe an evaluation study aimed at contrasting paper prototyping with our
tool as well as the level of workstyle support.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

User-Centered Design (UCD) is a process that fosters
an early and continuous focus on users in designing and
evaluating a system, in order to obtain products that are
better suited to the users’ expectations (Gould and Lewis,
1985). However, and after almost two decades of research,
the adoption and usage of UCD tools and techniques still
remains limited to large organizations and a limited num-
ber of practitioners who recognize its value. Despite all
the research efforts dedicated to bringing better tools to
the industry, designers have frequently considered that
tools do not meet their needs (Myers and Rosson, 1992;
Iivari, 1996; Myers et al., 2000).

In this paper, we analyze the problems behind the weak
adoption and usage levels of modeling and design tools,
and propose a new workstyle model to support a new gen-
eration of usable tools. Some of the requirements for such
tools were discussed in a recent workshop about usability
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of model-based tools (Campos and Nunes, 2004). Among
other issues, the participants at the workshop highlighted
the following requirements as paramount to promote
usability in tools: traceability (switching back and forth
between models, knowing which parts can be affected by
changes), support for partial designs, knowledge manage-
ment and smooth progression from abstract to concrete
models and back.

It is a generally accepted notion that software engineers
need better interaction design tools: tools that will help
them create higher quality user interfaces. Besides the fact
that software development companies usually do not have
the budget for having dedicated interaction designers, it is
also a fact of life that software engineers – who are not
experts at interaction design – will create UIs.

What differentiates our design strategy from others –
besides this line of argumentation focused on a software
engineering perspective – is the fact that our approach is
specifically aimed at designing in order to support work-

style transitions.
Workstyle modeling (Wu and Graham, 2004) has been

proposed as a technique to record the interaction style of
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Fig. 1. Two issues that often collide: useful tools are not usable, usable
tools are not sufficiently useful.
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a group of collaborators during any software development
activity. In our own research, we observed that the UI
aspects of current software development could be relieved
if both designers and developers used tools that could
transparently adapt to any given workstyle: a workstyle is
a description of the most important aspects of the way
users work in order to achieve their tasks. We have found
– through empirical observation in small software develop-
ment settings (Nunes, 2003), informal and formal usability
studies (Campos and Nunes, 2005a) and data obtained
from surveys and questionnaires (Campos and Nunes,
2007), as well as from current research literature – that
both designers and software engineers often engage into
different workstyles and move between workstyles very fre-
quently (what we call a workstyle transition).

UCD is an iterative process, in which designers often
engage in different workstyles as they iterate towards the
final design. Thus we claim that modeling the workstyles
can be particularly useful in UCD.

In related research, Constantine and Lockwood (1999)
described their ideas of ‘‘galactic dimensions’’ as a meta-
phor change towards fully interconnected and synchro-
nized visual development tools. Traditional CASE tools
were based on a metaphor referred to as the ‘‘glass drawing
board’’, since they merely represented two-dimensional
paper models on the glass surface of a monitor. The ‘‘glass
galaxy’’ was then proposed as a multidimensional problem-
solving space in which developers could drill down into
objects in one-dimension, and be taken via software ‘‘worm
holes’’ to another. Clicking on a use case could take the
developer to its definition in a glossary. Selecting that use
case could also show the abstract components that support
it, or the concrete widgets for a given realization of that
model. Even entries in help files could be linked to the user
roles they support, or to the actual code and visual UI
controls.

We take this idea further and argue for UCD tools sup-
porting ‘‘galactic’’ dimensions: tools that not only support
accelerated development through traceability and integra-
tion, but are also able to rapidly adjust to any given work-
style in a transparent way. We propose a new workstyle
model comprised of eight ‘‘galactic’’ dimensions that we
consider as fundamental to supporting the UCD process.
Our proposal is new because it is the first time workstyle
modeling is applied to UCD and our model can be used
to estimate the stage/effort of development in a graphically
intuitive way. Another contribution of our approach is that
it illustrates how effectively workstyle modeling can drive
the development of a new generation of UCD tools, includ-
ing our CanonSketch tool. CanonSketch was designed in
order to support some of the most frequent and difficult
workstyle transitions in UCD, and it allows the modeling,
design and prototyping of a full application.

This paper is organized as follows: in the next section,
we describe the current state of the art on tools that can
be used in interaction design. Section 3 describes our new
workstyle model for UCD and illustrates how it graphi-
cally conveys information regarding the stage of develop-
ment of the UCD process. We also apply our model to
evaluate several representative tools used in UCD. Section
4 describes our CanonSketch tool and how it supports
regions in our model. We also present the results from
two usability studies that partially corroborate our tool’s
usability. Finally, in Section 5, we draw some conclusions
and outline work that might bring benefits to both software
development and UCD.

2. State of the art in UI tools

In this section, we will review the state of the art in inter-
action design tools. We focus specifically on reviewing
interaction design tools that are primarily aimed at soft-
ware engineers, since that is how we position the Canon-
Sketch tool.

In UI design tools, there has always been a dichotomy
between the sophistication of what can be created (the useful-

ness of a tool) against the ease of use (the usability). This is
related to the threshold and ceiling of tools (Myers et al.,
2000). Threshold is how difficult it is to learn how to use
the tool, and the ceiling is how much can be done with it
(Myers et al., 2000). Building tools that can provide low-
threshold and high ceiling at the same time has been identi-
fied as an important challenge (Myers and Rosson, 1992).
Fig. 1 depicts a framework that illustrates the dichotomy
between usefulness and usability. These two issues often col-
lide: useful tools tend to suffer from lack of usability, whereas
usable tools are not very useful (only allow the creation of
simple artifacts, such as sketches, or semantic-less models).

Under this framework of usability and usefulness, and
also using our workstyle model, we have surveyed and clas-
sified four classes of tools that are used in UCD: analysis,
modeling and design (AMD) tools; Model-Based User
Interface Design (MB-UID) tools; informal tools, and col-
laborative design tools.

Any tool that supports software development can be
generally characterized as a CASE tool (Computer-Aided
Software Engineering). However, the software develop-
ment tradition relates CASE tools with high-threshold,
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high-ceiling tools that are, to some extent, capable of gen-
erating code from high-level models (for instance, from
UML class diagrams). CASE tools can be classified in
many perspectives: for instance in terms of styles of devel-
opment (e.g. RAD – Rapid Application Development), or
degree of integration (e.g. IDEs – Integrated Development
Environments). It is not our goal here to discuss the classi-
fication of CASE tools; instead we focus on the previously
mentioned classes of tools, because they more clearly reflect
the development tasks involved in any UCD process.

2.1. Analysis, modeling and design tools

Analysis, modeling and design tools are a class of soft-
ware development tools characterized by their support of
the earlier phases of software development (inception and
elaboration) (Robbins, 1999; Nunes, 2003). Popular
examples of AMD tools include Rational Rose and, in
general, UML-based tools.

Rational Rose (IBM, 2004) is a set of tools that try to
leverage the whole Rational Unified Process. Rose provides
support for version control, IDE integration, modeling
with design patterns, test script generation and collabora-
tive modeling environment. However, the complexity of
Rose is very high: although Rose follows MS Windows
UI Guidelines, its dialogs are overly complex, diagram
editing has to be done through many-tabbed dialogs, and
other usability defects abound (Robbins, 1999).

Enterprise Architect is also a powerful means by which
to specify, document and build software engineering pro-
jects (Sparks, 2004). It is based on the UML 2.0 notation
and semantics and can also generate and reverse-engineer
source code in a variety of languages, import database
designs from standard data sources, and import and export
models using the XMI industry standard.

The open-source community has not been able to com-
pete with the fast-paced industry of modeling tools. Argo-
UML (Robbins, 1999) is one of the very few open-source
tools for analysis, modeling and design of software sys-
tems. The features included in ArgoUML are all based
on Cognitive Theory: knowledge support via critics and
checklists, process support via ‘‘to-do’’ lists, and visualiza-
tion support via navigational perspectives. However, the
zero-cost factor of this tool contributed to its dissemination
more than the cognitive support features (Robbins, 1999).
Like the majority of AMD tools, there is no explicit sup-
port for UI modeling.

2.2. Model-based user interface design tools

Model-based UI design tools are characterized by being
able to allow the designer to specify interfaces at a very
high-level, with the details of the implementation to be pro-
vided by the system (Myers et al., 2000). However, and
contrary to AMD tools, model-based UI design tools
employ automatic generation techniques which are
expected to give programmers with no UI design experi-
ence the ability to create high-quality interfaces (Myers
et al., 2000).

Puerta and Eisenstein (1999) proposed a general compu-
tational framework for model-based systems, and built an
interface development environment, called the MOBI-D
(MOdel-Based Interface Designer). MOBI-D allows devel-
opers to view and manipulate mapping of abstract task
models into concrete interface designs. While using this
tool in an exploratory fashion, the developer is expected
to detect patterns of usage that are good candidates for
automation. Although very useful, this tool suffers from
problems that make it difficult to achieve a larger market
acceptance, i.e., the connection between the models and
the concrete UI is difficult to control and understand
(Myers et al., 2000). UI Pilot (Puerta et al., 2005) is a suc-
cessor tool which acts as a guide (a pilot) through the cre-
ation and manipulation of wireframes using the concepts of
user tasks, user types, and data objects. The main difference
between this tool and MOBI-D is that UI Pilot does not
impose a rigid model-driven methodology, and also func-
tions well within common software engineering develop-
ment processes (Puerta et al., 2005). This flexibility
suggests the importance of our claim for more flexible,
adjustable tools.

ConcurTaskTrees (Paternò, 2000) is a widely accepted
notation for specifying Task Models. Fabio Paternò and
his team developed a set of tools that support the CTT
notation, enabling editing, simulation and automatic gen-
eration of code from task models. Under the same line of
research, several tools have been developed in the UsiXML
consortium. UsiXML (which stands for USer Interface
eXtensible Markup Language) is a XML-compliant
markup language that describes the UI for multiple con-
texts of use such as character user interfaces, graphical user
interfaces, auditory user interfaces, and multimodal user
interfaces. GrafiXML (Limbourg et al., 2004) is a graphical
and textual UsiXML editor. Another UsiXML-based tool
is KnowiXML (Furtado et al., 2004), which uses a knowl-
edge-based system to facilitate the allocation of appropri-
ate visual elements during the generation process.
ReversiXML (Bouillon et al., 2004) is a tool for reverse-
engineering the presentation model of an HTML Web
interface back to UsiXML code, thus allowing re-incorpo-
ration of an existing UI into the development process.
UsiXML tools were developed along a framework called
the Chameleon Reference Framework (Limbourg et al.,
2004). The workflow and level-of-abstraction transitions
in the UsiXML environment have certainly parallels to
our CanonSketch proposal. The Cameleon Reference
Framework defines a series of steps towards the develop-
ment of multi-context interactive systems. This framework
exhibits three types of basic transformation types: abstrac-
tion (respectively, Reification) is a process of elicitation of
artifacts that are more abstract (respectively, concrete)
than the artifacts that serve as input to this process. Trans-
lation is a process that elicits artifacts intended for a partic-
ular context of use from artifacts of a similar development
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step but aimed at a different context of use. With respect to
this framework, multi-path UI development (Limbourg
et al., 2004) refers to a UI engineering method and tool that
enables a designer to start a development activity from any
entry point of the reference framework, get considerable
support in the performance of all transformation types
and their possible combinations.

SUPPLE (Gajos and Weld, 2004) is an application and
device-independent system, that automatically generates
user interfaces for a wide variety of display devices. SUP-
PLE differs from other approaches because it uses deci-
sion-theoretic optimization to render an interface from an
abstract functional specification and an interchangeable
device model. In other words, SUPPLE treats interface
generation as an optimization problem. SUPPLE also pro-
vides mechanisms to adapt and customize the interface ele-
ments by changing the appearance, organization and
navigational structure of the interface. When asked to ren-
der an interface with specified functionally on a specific
device and for a specific user, SUPPLE searches for the
rendering that meets the device’s constraints and minimizes
the estimated cost (user effort) of the person’s activity. This
multi-device fast-rendering capabilities make SUPPLE a
useful tool. Its customization capabilities also add to its
usability. However, there is still a lack of support for differ-
ent workstyles assumed by interaction designers: work is
done only at concrete detail level, without support for col-
laboration, informal/partial designs or other aspect of UI
modeling.

2.3. Informal tools

These tools are mainly used for early, creative develop-
ment stages, when we expect to take advantage from infor-
mal input modalities – such as sketching – in order to foster
exploration of designs, fast communication of ideas and, in
general, creativity. In this sense, informal tools are partic-
ularly important to support UCD.

Prototyping interfaces with electronic sketching tools
has proven successful in systems such as SILK (Landay
and Myers, 2001) or DENIM (Newman et al., 2003).
Sketching is believed to be important during the early
stages of prototyping, because it helps the designers’ cre-
ative process: the ambiguity of sketches with uncertain
types or sizes encourages the exploration of new designs
without getting lost in the details, thus forcing designers
to focus on important issues at this stage, such as the
overall structure and flow of the interaction (Landay
and Myers, 2001). However, widget recognition is hard
for these systems, since any widget recognition algorithm
might be too error prone. Also in this particular tool,
usability tests reported that some users had trouble
manipulating and entering text, and understanding how
to select, group and move objects (Landay and Myers,
2001).

Damm et al. (2000) describe a tool, called Knight,
which is based on a direct, whiteboard-like interaction
achieved using gesture input on a large electronic white-
board. Damm et al. argue that the conflicting advantages
and disadvantages of whiteboards and modeling tools
can lead to frustrating and time consuming switches
between the two technologies, and therefore aim at offer-
ing a tool capable of offering the best of both worlds.
The Knight tool uses an electronic board that naturally
supports collaborative work, since several persons can
work around it. Knight uses gestures as the main input
mechanism. These are used for text input as well as for
creating and modifying other diagram elements. By
sketching boxes and lines on the screen, elements of
UML class diagrams can quickly be created and manip-
ulated, through an interaction similar to that of a tradi-
tional whiteboard. The idea of using gestures in
modeling is also useful with other input devices, such
as graphic tablets and PDAs.

2.4. Collaborative design tools

Software design (which includes interaction design) is
often a team activity and most projects involve stakehold-
ers with different backgrounds that must cooperate in
many different and interrelated activities. Although any
collaborative design activity involves communication and
coordination, software design has an extra complicating
factor: the product being designed is an incomplete descrip-
tion, not a concrete object. Software designers can envision
user interfaces by writing prototypes and storyboards. But
the end product is inevitably more complex and difficult to
describe or portray (Potts and Catledge, 1996).

This has motivated the development of tools that sup-
port cooperation in software design. Recognizing that
designers work together in a variety of styles and move fre-
quently between these styles throughout the course of their
work, Wu and Graham (2004) propose a tool called the
Software Design Board (SDB), a collaborative design tool
that supports a variety of styles of collaboration and facil-
itates transitions between them. The SDB tool supports the
freehand creation of syntactically correct UML diagrams
by using stylus-based input or enhanced whiteboards (also
known as smartboards).

The tool also supports transitions between asynchro-
nous and synchronous styles of collaboration, and between
co-located and distributed styles of collaboration. The
whiteboard space can be divided into any number of seg-

ments. These segments allow data to be shared in different
ways. A segment is an area in the board containing contex-
tually related data. As with a regular whiteboard, a user
explicitly specifies the segmentation of data in the board
through delineating strokes, e.g. a surrounding box or cir-
cle. Segments can be shared with others to allow users of
other SDB clients to connect and synchronously interact
with each other and share data. To share segments asyn-
chronously, another client connects and copies the content
of the segment to his/her local client. This data can then be
manipulated without affecting the data in the original
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segment. Diverging copies of segments may be manually or
automatically reconciled.

The Knight tool (Damm et al., 2000), also discussed in
the Section 2.3, includes a distributed version that was
developed to support collaborative design. Awareness
mechanisms are implemented in Knight using visual cues
on the drawing surface (a technique known as workspace
awareness). Since there may be more than two users in
the same session, each user has his or her own color that
is used for all visual cues. For instance, to see where other
participants are looking at (in the diagram), this tool uses a
radar view for showing the current user’s viewport as well
as other participants’ viewports.

All these examples show the importance of explicitly
supporting the activities and styles of work adopted by
interaction designers. In the following section, we describe
a model for representing those styles of work.

3. A model of the designers’ styles of work

By studying and modeling the styles of work adopted by
interaction designers and developers, we aim at providing a
useful discussion tool capable of driving the development
of a new generation of tools. This new generation of tools
should clearly support UI specific activities and styles of
work as well as transitions between them, in the same
way Wu and Graham (2004) have shown for general soft-
ware development activities. We argue that three main cat-
egories should be addressed and supported: the notation (or
language) used, the tool-usage style (how is the tool being
used) and the type of collaboration. These categories are
each described by the following dimensions:

1. Notation style dimensions: Perspective, Formality and
Detail.

2. Tool-usage style dimensions: Traceability, Functionality

and Stability.
3. Collaboration-style dimensions: Asynchrony and

Distribution.

The proposed model ([SELF-REFERENCE]) is shown
in Fig. 2. In this section, we will describe these dimensions
and show how this model can be used to evaluate a tool’s
support for styles of work as well as how it relates to a
UCD project’s effort.

3.1. Dimensions of the model

Each of the model’s dimensions describes a component
in the style of work adopted by a team of interaction
designers. Along with the informal description of the
dimension’s meaning, we also provide a set of questions
that can act as guidelines for plotting a value in our model.
These questions help place a tool or method against the
corresponding axis. Questions about the tool-usage style
dimensions are tool-specific. All the other questions are
tool-independent.
3.1.1. Notation style dimensions

• Perspective. This axis plots the perspective of the arti-
fact being developed. On the lower extreme of this axis
(labeled ‘‘Problem/Requirements’’ perspective) one
plots use cases, business logic and goal negotiation
and prioritization. As the project moves forward, the
designers transition towards the other extreme of this
axis. Analysis perspective comes in-between, then issues
such as modeling, simulation and validation, and finally
the finished product. The axis’ extreme is labeled ‘‘Solu-
tion/Design’’ perspective. Questions: Is the notation
capable of expressing business goals? Or non-functional
requirements such as customer experience requirements?
Does it help define the purpose of the system? Does it
describe interaction aspects of the system? How close
is it to the final product?
• Formality. This axis classifies the workstyle of a
designer creating artifacts in a formal vs. informal
way. In the early stage of the process, designers use
rough, ambiguous sketches to freely express ideas
quickly (Landay and Myers, 2001). This workstyle also
fosters comparison of design alternatives and creativity,
since the uncertainty of sketches encourages the explora-
tion of design ideas. As design progresses, a more formal
style of work is incrementally adopted, as designers need
to focus on the precise meaning of their models. An
example of this shift is moving from a whiteboard to a
CASE tool. Questions: How easy is it to define rough
ideas and make the transition to more formal ideas?
Does the notation force you to use a rigid syntax?
• Detail. This axis plots the level of detail (or abstrac-
tion) the designer is working at. High-level, abstract
models facilitate problem solving in organization, navi-
gation and overall structure of the UI, leaving aside the
details. On the other hand, realistic (or figurative) proto-
types address high-detail design issues. Disciplined
designers tend to assume a workstyle that goes from
higher-level abstract representations towards more real-
istic and detailed representations as the process evolves
(Constantine and Lockwood, 1999). Questions: Can
you avoid irrelevant details using the notation? Can
you think about navigation and structure of the overall
interaction using the notation? Can you incrementally
add just enough detail?

3.1.2. Tool-usage style dimensions

• Stability. This dimension describes how difficult it is to
modify any aspect of the artifact(s) being developed.
High values in this axis indicate difficulty in performing
changes. A content inventory of the UI modeled in a
UML tool is highly modifiable because it is easy to
change names, positioning, size and other aspects of
the elements. This is opposed to drawing a model of
the UI with pen and paper, since changes are harder
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to accomplish. Brainstorming, for instance, is a very
unstable workstyle because changes are very frequent.
Questions: How easy is it to modify previously created
artifacts using the tool? How comfortably do you make
those changes? Are there particular changes that are dif-
ficult to accomplish with the tool?
• Traceability. This dimension describes if the elements
of the artifact being developed are consistent and inter-
connected (thus being highly traceable) or if they are
completely unrelated and independent. As an example,
developers might adopt a workstyle in which they
choose to keep links from task cases steps and the con-
crete UI widgets that implement those task steps. In this
case, it is possible to trace a task step to the concrete
widget and to trace a widget to the task step it imple-
ments. As the number of artifacts produced during a
project increases, traceability becomes more important.
Questions: Are you using the tool to maintain intercon-
nections between model elements? How important is it
to navigate through your model? Does the tool maintain
several different views in a synchronized way (e.g. design
view and code view)? Can you check or change other ele-
ments if a traced element changes?
• Functionality. For tools which are used for creating
prototypes, this dimension represents how much func-
tionality is being addressed (by using the tool to build
a prototype). There is a barrier between software engi-
neers and usability professionals regarding this matter:
software engineers are engaged into building reliable,
functional systems, leaving user-friendliness to the
usability specialists. Usability and interaction designers,
on the other hand, first design and test the interface with
end-users, leaving implementation to software engi-
neers, regarded as functionality builders. Those two
processes should not be separated (Seffah and Metzker,
2004) and providing a high degree of prototype func-
tionality in tools will help overcome this barrier. This
dimension is also important because designers combine
interaction design (behavior issues) with visual design
(presentation issues). Questions: How much functional-
ity, behavior and dynamics can you add to your proto-
types using the tool? How easy is it to test the
interaction by using the tool?

3.1.3. Collaboration-style dimensions

• Asynchrony. This axis refers to the collaboration style
that designers assume: they can make changes to the
work being developed at the same time (engaging in a
synchronous workstyle) or they can work at different
times (engaging in an asynchronous workstyle) (Wu
and Graham, 2004). The higher the value in this axis,
the more asynchronous the workstyle. Questions: Do
the team members change artifacts at the same time?
Or do they make changes at different times?
• Distribution. This dimension describes whether work is
being conducted at the same physical location or at geo-
graphically distant locations. Questions: How far apart
are the collaborating team members? Are they in the
same building? Or are they in a different continent, or
scattered through a country?
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These dimensions can be effectively used to assess a
given workstyle adopted by an interaction designer or a
team of designers. A single workstyle is plotted as a line
(a point in the eight-dimensional space) whereas regions
(or planes) represent sets of workstyles.

3.2. Evaluating tools using the model

Our workstyle model described in the previous section
enables discussion of existing and future tools that effec-
tively support UCD. An example is depicted in Fig. 3 that
shows the Knight tool described in Section 2.4 plotted in
our model. It covers a large region, which suggests its ade-
quacy to several styles of work during UCD. Knight only
supports the syntax of the UML. It covers part of the per-
spective, abstraction and modifiability axis. Traceability
exists to some extent, since some views are interconnected
automatically and there is something like a model naviga-
tor. More aspects arise in the collaboration-style dimen-
sions: Knight employs a sketch recognition language and
can be effectively used in electronic whiteboards. There is
also a distributed version with built in awareness
mechanisms.

Fig. 3 also plots the CanonSketch tool in the workstyle
model. CanonSketch (Campos and Nunes, 2004, 2005a,b)
is an UML-based tool that supports multiple levels of
detail by providing the designer with three views: UML
view of the UI and domain models, canonical abstract pro-
totype (Constantine, 2003) and HTML concrete prototype
(as the right side of Fig. 3 exemplifies). The first two views
are synchronized and the UML semantic model is used to
support traceability. The tool seamlessly supports designers
while switching from high-level abstract views of the UI
and low-level concrete realizations. There is also a collabo-
rative version of this tool in which designers can work at
the same time on the model and at different places. How-
Fig. 3. CanonSketch, Knight and a visual
ever, support for distribution is still limited (for instance,
there are no awareness mechanisms). The region of the
model supported by CanonSketch is shown in Fig. 3. By
contrast, a visual interface builder only supports a line in
the workstyle model (the dashed line in Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 summarizes the results of analyzing and classify-
ing some of the surveyed tools in Section 2 using a four-
dimensional plot, where the x and y axes represent the lev-
els of usability vs. usefulness found for a given tool, and
where shading indicates the type of tool, the size of the
shape indicates the level of tool support in our workstyle
space. The x values for usability were obtained by heuristic
evaluation (Nielsen, 1993) of the plotted tools: those which
showed heuristic violations had lower values. The y values
for usefulness were obtained by using the sophistication of
the artifacts that could be created by using the tool: for
instance, a whiteboard has a very low value as opposed
to a tool that can be used to sketch models, validate them
and generate code. ReversiXML can do this and also
reverse-engineer a model, which explains its high value of
usefulness. Each tool was also subject of a workstyle sup-
port study following the questions described in Section
3.1. Tools which revealed positive answers to the workstyle
support questions were plotted with larger circles, those
which revealed negative answers were plotted with smaller
circles.

Typically, sophisticated AMD tools (such as Rational
Rose) tend to present much functionality at the cost of
poor workstyle support and a high learning curve that
makes them very hard to use tools (there are even compa-
nies dedicated to provide training in using these tools).

On the other extreme of this classification framework,
low-tech tools such as paper and pencil or whiteboards
are very usable but they are unable to produce sophisti-
cated artifacts. Informal tools such as MS Visio, DENIM
(Landay and Myers, 2001) or Knight (Damm et al.,
interface builder plotted in our model.
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2000) although very usable and supporting a considerable
surface in the workstyle space, do not produce full seman-
tic models or support tasks such as formal scenarios execu-
tion and simulation.

The goal is, therefore, to achieve highly useful and
highly usable killer apps for any class of AMD, MB-
UID, informal or CSCW tools, while maintaining support
for many styles of work as well as transitions between those
styles.

3.3. Relating UCD projects with the workstyle model

In general terms, as the UCD process evolves, designers
tend to assume a workstyle that spreads them away from
the center of our model. We will briefly describe the typical
changes that happen according to the following model’s
axes:

• Perspective: It is clear that as time goes by, developers
move from the domain/problem level towards the solu-
tion/design space.
• Formality: Designers start out with informal, ambigu-
ous sketches and move to formal languages later on,
when coding increases and implementing functionalities
becomes more important.
• Detail: As we have already seen, skilled designers tend
to go from higher-level abstract representations towards
more realistic and detailed representations as the process
evolves.
• Functionality: In an initial phase, designers do not
spend much effort on implementing functionality: it is
more important to rapidly compare design alternatives.
As the design process evolves, prototype functionality
and behavior is added (and is needed for user testing).
• Stability: In addition, as time goes by, ideas start to
solidify and changes become more incremental, rather
than extensive (thus increasing stability).
• Traceability: As the number of artifacts increases, so
does the number of interconnections between them,
which motivates the need for increased traceability. This
also happens because developers are not interested in
throwing away the models (as in brainstorming) but
rather in keeping all models created so far in a coherent
state.

As we can see in Fig. 5, one of the advantages of our
model is the fact that it graphically conveys implicit infor-
mation regarding the temporal stage of development. Fig. 5
shows the workstyle model plotted for several phases of a
UCD process (in this case the Wisdom process (Nunes,
2003)). The thickness of the plotted circles represents the
number of iterations, whereas the diameter represents the
typical workstyle. This is a rough modeling of the work-
styles and how they vary according to the activity being
performed. In the inception phase, all workstyle dimension
values are low: developers think informally in terms of
requirements, at the same time and place, without func-
tionality issues in mind. As they move to elaboration and
construction, they start to adopt a workstyle with higher
values in all dimensions (although some more than others).
Iterations begin and as these increase, the circles become
thicker.

Fig. 5 also depicts in bold the axes (in the bottom part of
the figure) that most contribute to each of the increasing



Fig. 5. Plotting our model along a UCD project. Below, axes in bold are the ones which contribute to the increasing circle of plotted workstyles.
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workstyles. For instance, during the inception phase, there
is no concern about traceability, whereas during construc-
tion, all axes except collaboration-style contribute to an
increase of workstyle transitions.

Of course, the evolution in activities over time would
never be depicted as a perfect circle, but we use that con-
vention to convey the flavor of changes in activities. Also,
no two projects would have the same goals and needs. For
instance, the larger the organization, the greater the for-
mality and location dispersion.

Based on the application of this model to current UCD
tools, we identified several areas of improvement that
should be addressed in order to start building a new gener-
ation of user-centered tools for UCD. As an example of
this new generation of tools, we have built and evaluated
CanonSketch, a prototype tool that addresses some of
the currently unsupported UCD workstyles.
4. CanonSketch: designing for workstyle transitions

To illustrate how our workstyle model can be used to
envision innovative interaction and software design tools,
in this section we present the CanonSketch prototype tool
that supports interaction design at multiple levels of
abstraction (or detail). Since the advent of OO&HCI (or
oohci) methods (van Harmelen, 2001) several approaches
have been proposed to support interaction design using
OO notations like the UML. In the Wisdom method
(Nunes, 2003), we propose to use stereotyped class dia-
grams to depict the presentation aspects of interactive sys-
tems (through the concept of interaction space). Although
the Wisdom notation could be supported in any UML
modeling tool, our experience showed that these tools were
not particularly effective in supporting UI design. As a
result, developers adopting the Wisdom method usually
shifted from traditional modeling tools to more informal
tools while seeking the design freedom associated with
interaction design.

The original idea for the CanonSketch tool (Campos
and Nunes, 2004) was to support the Wisdom notation at
the presentation level and also to combine UML class ste-
reotypes with the canonical abstract prototype notation.
Canonical abstract prototypes were developed by Constan-
tine and Lockwood (1999) after a growing awareness
among designers regarding the gap between task models
and realistic prototypes. They provide a common vocabu-
lary for expressing visual and interaction designs without
concern for details of behavior and appearance. Moreover,
they fill an important gap between existing higher-level
techniques, such as the Wisdom UML-based interaction
spaces and lower-level techniques, such as concrete proto-
types. For this reason we chose canonical abstract proto-
type as the intermediate notation to support interaction
design in CanonSketch. In the next sections, we will
describe the Wisdom UML profile, canonical abstract pro-
totypes and the linkage between these that is the basis for
the synchronization between views in CanonSketch.
4.1. The Wisdom UML profile for UI design

The Wisdom notation is a UML extension aimed at sup-
porting interactive systems modeling. In the CanonSketch
project we refined the Wisdom notation to achieve full
semantic support for canonical abstract prototypes. We



Fig. 6. The three basic symbols underlying the symbolic notation of
canonical abstract prototypes (from left to right): a generic abstract tool, a
generic abstract material and a generic abstract hybrid, or active material
(taken from Constantine, 2003).
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also worked towards automatically maintaining synchro-
nized UML and canonical views, by means of a common
semantic model. The specification of such a common model
allowed the tool to support the design process at different
levels of detail.

To support the modeling of presentation aspects of the
UI, the Wisdom method proposes the following extensions
to the UML (Nunes, 2003):

• �Interaction space�, a class stereotype that repre-
sents the space within the UI where the user interacts
with the tools and containers during the course of a task
or set of interrelated tasks;
• �navigates�, an association stereotype between two
interaction space classes denoting a user moving from
one interaction space to another;
• �contains�, an association stereotype between two
interaction space classes denoting that the source class
(container) contains the target class (contained); the
�contains� association can only be used between
interaction space classes and is unidirectional;
• �input element�, an attribute stereotype denoting
information received from the user, i.e., information
the user has input;
• �output element�, an attribute stereotype denoting
information displayed to the user, i.e., information the
user can perceive but not manipulate;
• �action�, an operation stereotype denoting some-
thing the user can do in the concrete UI that causes a
significant change in the internal state of the system.

4.2. Canonical abstract prototypes

Constantine (2003) proposes a stable collection of
abstract components, each specifying an interactive func-
tion, such as data input and display notification. These
components can be selected from a palette in order to build
abstract prototypes, thus fostering flexibility.

The symbolic notation underlying canonical abstract
prototypes is built from three generic, extensible1 symbols
or glyphs (see Fig. 6):

• A generic tool or action, represented by an arrow.
Tools represent operators, mechanisms or controls that
can be used to manipulate or transform materials (Con-
stantine, 2003).
• A generic material or container, represented by a
square box. Materials represent content, information,
data or other UI objects manipulated or presented to
the user during the course of a task.
• A hybrid or active material, which represents any com-
ponent with characteristics of both composing elements,
1 Meaning all other components can be derived, or specialized, from
these classes.
such as a text entry box (a UI element presenting infor-
mation that can also be edited or entered).

Although canonical abstract prototypes lack a precise
formalism and semantics required to provide tool support
and automatic generation of UI, we found the notation
expressive enough to generate concrete user interfaces from
abstract prototypes. Our tool presents a proof of concept,
since we generate HTML pages from sketches of canonical
abstract prototypes. We also found the notation very useful
for expressing design patterns in an abstract, platform-
independent way.

In CanonSketch, the designer is able to choose between
the UML model view and the canonical abstract view, and
switch back and forth while maintaining coherence
between the models: changes made in each view are auto-
matically reflected in others according to the mapping
model. This informal mechanism adds some support for
the traceability dimension in our workstyle model.
4.3. Linking Wisdom UML to canonical abstract prototypes

In Fig. 7, we show the specification of a mapping
between the Wisdom presentation model and canonical
abstract prototypes.

• An interaction space in Wisdom is mapped to an inter-
action context in a canonical prototype;
• an�input element� attribute stereotype is mapped to
a generic active material, unless typified. Input elements
specify information the user can manipulate in order to
achieve a task;
• the�contains� association stereotype is mapped to a
container;
• an�output element� attribute stereotype maps to an
element;
• an�action� operation stereotype maps to an action/
operation canonical component.

The �navigates� association, although not present in
Fig. 7 because there is no corresponding element in canon-
ical glyph notation, can be unidirectional or bidirectional;
the latter usually meaning there is an implied return in
the navigation. This essentially has the same meaning Con-
stantine defines when describing the canonical contexts’
navigation map (Constantine, 2003).

We can also see from Fig. 7 that our extension to the
Wisdom presentation model notation fully supporting



Fig. 7. Extending the Wisdom profile to support canonical abstract
prototypes: this figure shows the correspondence between Wisdom UML
stereotypes and canonical components.
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canonical abstract prototypes consists of adding two more
attribute stereotypes:

• �input collection�, an attribute stereotype denoting
a set of related information elements received from the
user, i.e., a set of input elements; an�input collection�
can be used to select from several values in a drop-down
list, or choosing one element from a table to perform
any given operation;
• �output collection�, an attribute stereotype, denot-
ing a set of related information elements displayed to
the user, i.e., a set of output elements. Typically, an
�output collection� conveys information to the user
about a set of elements of the same kind, for instance
a search results list or the results display from a query
to a database.

By typifying these attribute stereotypes, one can map a
Wisdom presentation model to all canonical components
that belong to the classes of materials or hybrids. For
instance, an input collection typified as choice can be
mapped to a selectable collection.

As Fig. 8 illustrates, CanonSketch shows designers four
synchronized views of the UI at different levels of detail:

• The UML view, primarily used for domain modeling,
but which also shows the abstract contents of the UI
as well as navigation and containment relationships
between them, using the Wisdom UML profile.
• The canonical abstract prototype view, which shows the
spatial layout and interactive function of the abstract UI
elements.
• The concrete view, which shows a possible concrete
rendering of the UI.
• The code editor view, where the user can edit the tex-
tual description of the UI.

Through the mapping model presented in Fig. 7 we
achieve round-trip engineering between the UML view
and the canonical abstract prototype view. Thus, if we
change e.g. the attribute stereotype in a given class from
�input element� to e.g. �input collection� then
changes are propagated (through an ‘‘observer’’ class in
the tool’s code) to the canonical prototype view corre-
sponding element (which in this example would automati-
cally change from ‘‘input/accepter’’ into ‘‘selectable
collection’’). The same happens for other kinds of model
elements and other attributes (like changing names). Note
however that if one changes the size or position in the
abstract view, the only update made is to the concrete view,
since the UML view does not model layout issues.

The round-trip problem of propagation of changes
made in the concrete code view back to the more abstract
views was not solved/implemented. Instead our focus was
on helping smooth the transitions between the most
employed workstyles, in interaction design. This also helps
to narrow our problem in order to better test our research
hypothesis (namely whether or not the proposed features
allow a good support of workstyle transitions).

Fig. 8 illustrates the five views provided by Canon-
Sketch, as well as the workstyle transitions supported.
Consider the transition illustrated by the grey arrows
labeled ‘‘1’’. When the designer is modeling the domain
concepts using the UML view and then switches to the
abstract prototype view for laying out the abstract UI ele-
ments, the workstyle transition dimensions that change val-
ues are perspective and detail, as Fig. 8 illustrates. The
transition supported by this easy, synchronized switching
of views is a transition from a medium value of perspective
into a higher value; and from a low-level of detail into a
higher value of detail. Fig. 8 shows the initial workstyle
plotted as a thick, solid line, and the final workstyle as a
dashed, thinner line.

The workstyle transition supported by CanonSketch’s
switching between abstract, non-functional prototype view
and the concrete, fully functional view is labeled ‘‘2’’. The
initial workstyle is characterized as having intermediate
values of perspective, formality, detail, stability and, most
importantly, functionality. Traceability, and the collabora-
tion-style dimensions asynchrony and distribution are irrel-
evant in describing this transition. According to the results
of a survey we performed (Campos and Nunes, 2007), this
is one of the workstyle transitions considered by profes-
sionals as being the most difficult. Therefore, special care
should be given to designing support features for this par-
ticular workstyle transition.



Fig. 8. The views in CanonSketch, from top to bottom according to the process of abstract to concrete model-driven design. The labeled arrows
correspond to the workstyle transitions supported.
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Functionality is added in the code editor view, and can
be tested using the concrete view. There is the option of
automatically generating MXML code from the canonical
abstract prototype, which is also a way of smoothing the
transition from problem to solution, and from non-func-
tional to functional. MXML (ADOBE, 2006) is an XML
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markup language for user-interface components layout.
One can also uses MXML to declaratively define non-
visual aspects of an application, such as access to data
sources on the server and data bindings between user-inter-
face components and data sources on the server.

A related workstyle transition, also related with moving
from non-functional to fully functional prototypes, is illus-
trated by the two arrows labeled ‘‘4’’ in Fig. 8. In Canon-
Sketch, the MXML markup code is automatically
generated from the abstract prototype, and using the code
editor view, methods, variables and services are added
smoothly to the code, thus describing both the visual and
the behavior interaction details of the system being
designed.

CanonSketch supports both informal and formal work-
styles. It is possible to use the tool in conjunction with a
Tablet or a smartboard, and apply sketch recognition to
informally drawn sketches (thus transitioning from a
semantic-less workstyle to a semantically sound, UML-
based model). There is also a semi-transparent layer
(shown in Fig. 8), where the user can freely annotate any
of its models or views. The corresponding transition is also
shown by the arrows labeled ‘‘3’’, also in Fig. 8.

4.4. Expressing UI patterns in CanonSketch

Our experience using the Wisdom notation in different
settings enabled us to identify some problems with using
stereotyped class diagrams to capture the presentation
aspects of interactive systems. In particular, spatial infor-
mation and other lower-level aspects are important for
some common UI patterns. As we discuss in (Campos
and Nunes, 2004) when applying the Wisdom approach
to UI patterns, some problems derive from detailed presen-
tation aspects, such as size, position, or use of color. Spec-
ifying a linkage between canonical abstract prototypes and
the Wisdom presentation model can help solve some of
these problems, while also adding the necessary formalism
to the canonical notation.

The capability of identifying UI patterns and expressing
the solution in an abstract way independent of any partic-
ular platform or implementation is becoming more and
more important, with the increase in the number of infor-
mation appliances. The Wisdom notation enables an
abstract definition of UI patterns (Nunes, 2003), and also
complies with the UML standard. However, some prob-
lems remain for patterns expressing more concrete presen-
tation aspects, such as size or positioning. Having a tool
that provides a common semantic model linking canonical
components to Wisdom elements can help solve some of
these problems.

The designer starts by specifying the general structure of
the UI using the Wisdom UML extension (see the top part
of Fig. 8). That specification is mapped to one or more
canonical interaction contexts, where the designer expands
and details the model in terms of size, position and interac-
tive functions (the second view, from top to bottom, shown
in Fig. 8). This mapping clearly shows the role of Wisdom
interaction spaces realizing the interface architecture, and
how they can be combined with the canonical notation to
help bridge the gap between abstract and concrete models
of the user interface. Switching to the code editor and the
concrete UI view (bottom and middle views in Fig. 8,
respectively) allows the user to express a possible realiza-
tion of the pattern’s solution.

As an example, consider the ‘‘GUI Preview’’ pattern
from the Amsterdam collection of UI patterns (van Welie
and Traeetteberg, 2000). This pattern is particularly helpful
when the items’ content nature does not match its index
(e.g. a set of images or audio files are indexed by a textual
label). The problem this pattern tries to solve occurs when
the user is looking for an item in a small set and tries to find
the item by browsing the set. The solution is to provide the
user with a preview of the currently selected item from the
set being browsed (van Welie and Traeetteberg, 2000). In
Fig. 9, we present the Wisdom and canonical representa-
tions for this pattern. We also present a concrete realiza-
tion of this pattern (a dialog from MS PowerPoint).

On the one hand, the Wisdom representation (on the left
of Fig. 9), is much more compact, because it is based on the
UML. It is evident that the canonical notation is much clo-
ser to the concrete representation of this pattern. But the
canonical representation has the advantage of clearly stat-
ing that the browsable list of items is placed to the left of
the item preview, which conforms to the western way of
reading and therefore adjusts to the task being performed:
the user first selects an item, and only then does she focus
on the preview.

4.5. Evaluating CanonSketch

Our workstyle model enabled us to discuss and create
a new class of design tools that support the increasingly
complex tasks involved in modern software development.
From our workstyle model we created a new tool to sup-
port interaction design at multiple levels of detail using
different notations that are particularly effective in differ-
ent stages of development. The goal of the CanonSketch
tool was to support abstract UI design, using the UML
semantics, while also leveraging multiple interfaces. The
existing version supports rendering for HTML and
MXML but our long term goal is to support a device-
independent markup language such as UsiXML (Vander-
donckt et al., 2004).

After iterative user interface improvement via discount
usability techniques (Nielsen, 1993), we evaluated Canon-
Sketch in two ways: we extracted basic usability satisfac-
tion measures and we studied the users’ behavior
according to our workstyle model. To determine if design-
ers would find our tool useful and usable, we conducted
two usability tests, aimed at answering questions such as:

1. Can designers use the tool to model the UI at different
levels of detail in a usable and useful way?



Fig. 9. (From left to right). A Wisdom UML model and the corresponding canonical prototype, both applied to the preview pattern. A concrete example
is also shown: a dialog from MS PowerPoint.
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2. Does CanonSketch provide the design teams with a stan-
dard, non-ambiguous and easy way to communicate,
thus fostering collaboration and sharing of ideas?

3. Does CanonSketch enable fast comparison of designs,
and does it leverage the creativity of designers, thus lead-
ing to more innovative prototypes?

In this section, we describe our study design, present the
usability results and briefly describe some design findings.
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Fig. 10. Mean values for CanonSketch and paper and pencil.
4.5.1. Study design
We performed the design study in a laboratory setting

with 18 computers running the collaborative version of
CanonSketch. Our subjects were 32 undergraduate stu-
dents with UML modeling knowledge, OO-programming
concepts and practice, and basic computer engineering
principles. It seems, at first sight that having used students
as the test subjects only weakens the value of the experi-
mental results. But there is a positive benefit; the experi-
ment confirms the usability of CanonSketch to students
in an educational context. Therefore CanonSketch is a use-
ful teaching aid. As UI designers, the authors find the sys-
tem useful, but because of the sampling the reported results
are not strictly applicable to UI design professionals. This
is worth investigating to either confirm CanonSketch’s
applicability/usability, or to formatively improve Canon-
Sketch’s applicability/usability. Consequently, the authors
are working on a similar study in industry.

The design tasks were similar for both studies:

• Study A: In this study, we asked users to design a
UML model and an abstract prototype for an interface
to a weather system for travelers, as (Landay and Myers,
2001) did. This problem is described in Usability Engi-

neering (Nielsen, 1993) and provides a solid benchmark,
since possible design errors are well-documented (Niel-
sen, 1993).
• Study B: In this study, we gave users the task of design-
ing and building creative solutions for a book-selling
website UI. We asked them to focus their efforts on
designing creative solutions, i.e., to compare and iterate
designs towards an inventive prototype.

The evaluation for Study A consisted on a between sub-
jects design, where each user acted first as a designer and
afterwards as a client (or the opposite). In the role of
designer, the user had to define/iterate design ideas and
communicate/discuss them with the client. In the role of
client, he had to understand/discuss the designer’s proto-
type. We randomized the attribution of all combinations
of designer/client. This study involved 32 users. Half of
them used CanonSketch, the other half used pencil, paper
and Post-it notes.

The evaluation for Study B involved solving the task in
groups of two, using CanonSketch only.
4.5.2. Usability results: Study A

Based on observing users interact with CanonSketch,
answering questions during the tasks, and user discussion
after the evaluation, we collected several usability results.

In a post-evaluation questionnaire, we asked users to
rate the ease of change, satisfaction, ease of use, explora-
tion of designs, comparison of designs, ease of communica-
tion and expressive power of their tool on a 7-point Likert
scale, with (7) being a highly positive rating and (1) a highly
negative rating.

Fig. 10 plots the mean values for the obtained results.
We can see that CanonSketch easily outperforms the low-
tech tools of paper, pencil and Post-it notes in all aspects,
except for the ease of comparison. Table 1 summarizes
the statistical results. At a 5 percent significance level, we
can see that only comparison and expressiveness are not
statistically different. In the ease of change-related
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Fig. 11. The level of workstyle support as evaluated by CanonSketch’s
users, according to the galactic dimensions.

Table 2
Summary of the results for Study B

‘‘Galactic’’ dimension Mean (variance)
CanonSketch

Perspective 5.8 (1.2)
Formality 4.6 (3.2)
Detail 6.3 (0.6)
Stability 4.2 (2.1)
Functionality 5.2 (1.1)
Traceability 6.3 (0.7)
Asynchrony 5.7 (1.1)
Distribution 5.4 (2.2)
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questions, participants using CanonSketch accomplished
changes easier (mean = 6.1, var = 1.5) than those using
pencil and paper (mean = 3.6, var = 1.9), t(28) = 5.1,
p < .05. They also felt more satisfied using CanonSketch
(mean = 5.8, var = 0.7) than using pencil and paper
(mean = 4.2, var = 3.3), t(28) = 3.07, p < .05.

We can see that in all dimensions CanonSketch fares
well, with users rating the tool with highly positive values.
Compared to using low-tech tools (paper, pencil and Post-
it notes), CanonSketch is significantly better, except for the
ease of comparison of designs. This makes sense, since
using several sheets of paper and placing them over a table
allows observing the ‘‘bigger picture’’ in a natural way. The
greatest statistical difference was shown in the ease of
change questions: users found CanonSketch to be signifi-
cantly useful for rapidly changing design elements. This
was particularly evident when ‘‘clients’’ added new require-
ments/suggestions and designers were forced to change
their prototypes.

However, these results only apply to OO&HCI students.
Although they had knowledge of UML modeling and OO
design from previous courses, they do not have enough
experience or skills at these techniques. This accounts to
explaining how appealing CanonSketch was to them. In
fact, many universities teaching similar subjects (such as
OO&HCI techniques) are already using the CanonSketch
tool.

4.5.3. Usability results: Study B

During Study B, participants were asked to rate ques-
tions about how well did CanonSketch support their work-
ing styles. For this study, we made a similar rating
questionnaire as in Study A, but focused our questions
on how well the tool supported our workstyle model axes
as well as transitions in those axes. Fig. 11 graphically plots
the results and Table 2 the values. The questions about
asynchrony and distribution were made in the context of
students having used CanonSketch throughout the whole
semester (including during the elaboration of a semester-
long HCI project). Besides working at the same time and
place, students also worked asynchronously because they
typically divide sections of a project, and distributed

because sometimes they work at home, or in different
laboratories.
Table 1
Summary of the results for Study A

Topic Mean (variance) p-value

CanonSketch Paper and pencil

Ease of change 6.1 (1.5) 3.7 (1.9) 0.0002
Satisfaction 5.8 (0.7) 4.2 (3.3) 0.004
Ease of use 6.1 (0.7) 4.7 (3.7) 0.01
Exploration 5.9 (0.6) 4.8 (2.8) 0.03
Comparison 5.5 (1.1) 5.3 (3.1) 0.75
Communication 6.3 (0.7) 5.6 (1.3) 0.01
Expressiveness 5.9 (0.8) 4.9 (3.2) 0.07
From the results, we can set out a set of future directions
for the CanonSketch tool. The axes that obtained the low-
est ratings were Formality (mean = 4.6) and Stability
(mean = 4.2). We can infer that designers had trouble
crafting informal/formal artifacts and also were not fully
satisfied with the capability to support fast (or incremental)
changes to models.

Besides these formal studies, we performed extensive
observation of the subjects during a semester-long HCI
course.
4.5.4. Design findings

Our extensive, one-semester long study resulted in a ser-
ies of observations about the users’ behavior, which we
summarize here in terms of our model’s notational, tool-
usage and collaboration styles.

Notational style issues. One of the interesting observa-
tions we made along this study was that users reverted to
natural language to describe certain dynamic aspects of
the interfaces being prototyped, such as specifying that
selecting an item from a list will update the image of an
UI element, or that choosing a given item will show differ-
ent content in a subsequent window. In addition, some
users found it difficult to design a good spatial layout for
the abstract user interface. This suggests that UI tools
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should provide guidance for design activities, without
establishing constraints on creativity.

Another observation is related to the naming applied
by users to their model elements. The act of giving/find-
ing a name for a class, task or screen was sometimes the
cause of team misunderstandings and could even lead to
bad design choices. Since the process is guided by tasks
and essential use cases, users showed a tendency to cre-
ate too many interaction spaces by not aggregating the
ones without sufficient elements to fill up a whole
window.

In spite of a lack of expressiveness for some dynamic
aspects we referred above, use of Constantine’s abstract
prototype notation revealed a much lower learning curve
than we expected at the beginning of the study. After only
a brief 30 min introduction and examples, users were not
confused about the notation and successfully used it to pro-
totype several design solutions. Clear, simple tool tips over
the palettes of abstract components may have helped
accomplish this.

Tool-usage style issues. We observed that the tools’
usability was often appreciated by the subjects. We also
observed that the tools’ interaction idioms were able to
keep users engaged in the development process. Sometimes
the users were interested in fully maintaining traceability
between all elements in all views and at other times they
were not interested at all in maintaining that consistency
(they used a single view). This shows the adequacy of the
traceability axis in our model. On the negative side, the
beta version of the tool (used in this study) still revealed
some implementation bugs which were caught during the
study itself.

Collaboration style issues. The collaborative version cat-
alyzed the development process and group discussion. This
was surprising, since most of the empirical results on tech-
nology-mediated collaboration report degradation in task
performance and information sharing (Dimicco et al.,
2004; Kiesler and Sproull, 1992; Hollingshead, 1996). We
believe much of this is related to the usability of the collab-
orative version (by using a Messenger-like interface and
drag and drop interaction). Users were engaged in both
asynchronous/distributed and synchronous/co-located
styles of work.

5. Conclusions

The research described here has aimed at building better
models of the developers’ behavior and at a better under-
standing of UCD tools-usage and UI development activi-
ties. More importantly, the development of several
innovative prototype tools such as CanonSketch or Task-
Sketch (Campos and Nunes, 2005a) has already generated
interest from both industry and academia and the
approach looks promising.

We have shown how useful our workstyle modeling can
be when applied to UCD and to the development of new
UCD tools that can better support the activities of their
users. Current models are too specific and are not expres-
sive enough to be applied more generally to UCD. Our
framework is the first workstyle model tailored to UCD.
Our model can be effectively used to (a) choose adequate
tool support for a given phase of a project and (b) drive
the development of new UCD tools, as we have shown with
CanonSketch. The model can also help to spot mismatches
between the capabilities of current tools and the actual
needs of designers, as well as to identify those areas that
lack proper tool support.

One limitation of our approach is the fact that there is
not a simple or clearly defined process of using the canon-
ical notation to specify interfaces for multiple devices.
Although CanonSketch can clearly allow multi-platform
development (Win, Mac, Palm, Web, etc.), multimodal
interfaces are not supported by this tool.

Nevertheless, a tool like CanonSketch has significant
value in specifying the architecture of complex interactive
systems. Being able to generate HTML and MXML also
means the notation is expressive enough to support auto-
matic generation techniques and that it is possible to gen-
erate UI’s for any platform based on GUI’s and Forms
like JavaSwing, Palm, Windows or MacOS.

Our usability results can be validated through labora-
tory evaluations such as the usability studies presented
here, which corroborate our tool’s usability and usefulness.
However, there are some limitations to these tests, the most
important being that the experiences took place in a con-
trolled laboratory setting which does not reflect the turbu-
lent environment of small software development
companies. The results are only applicable to undergradu-
ate students; a different population to that of professional
designers. There is a lack of research in the area of UI-
issues tool support in real-world industrial settings. In mit-
igation of this, we are planning a usability study at an inter-
national software design company in Portugal. We believe
that a ‘‘glass galaxy’’ tool supporting these ‘‘galactic’’
workstyle dimensions will cause a positive impact on the
practitioner’s productivity and creativity.
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